
 

 

 

 

DOC Cleaning set science aligned net 
zero targets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jonathan Withey, Director of 
Transformation and ESG, Planet Mark 

 
“We are delighted to be working with DOC Cleaning 

to support their transition to net zero, as they 

prioritise decarbonisation and embedded 

sustainability into their company. 

 
“Having achieved Planet Mark Business 

Certification for five years, it’s inspiring to see DOC 

Cleaning embark on the next pivotal stage of their 

sustainability journey and commit to net zero 

targets. 

 
“Climate change is the defining issue of our 

generation and DOC Cleaning now has full visibility 

of their emissions portfolio to manage and reduce 

their impact. Planet Mark is proud to be supporting 

them on this net zero transition.” 

At DOC Cleaning we are proud to be taking 

decisive action in response to the climate 

crisis, and as part of this dedication to 

sustainable, responsible business practice, 

we are pleased to announce our net zero 

targets. 

 
With support from the experts at Planet 

Mark we have set net zero targets aligned 

with the ambition to limit global warming to 

1.5°C. We are looking to achieve net zero 

well in advance of the 2050 UK 

Government requirement. 

 
DOC Cleaning is committed to achieving 

net zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 

emissions across the entire value chain 

by 2040 from a baseline year of 2022. 

 
This commitment is further supported by a 

near-term target to reduce GHG emissions 

across the entire value chain by 64% by 

2030. 

 
Targets are inclusive of Scopes 1, 2, and 3 

emissions and our Net Zero Transition 

Plan, in development with support from 

Planet Mark will demonstrate a pathway of 

decarbonisation. 

 
In accordance with the principles of the 

Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) 

Corporate Net Zero Standard, an 

organisation can be considered net zero 

once it has reduced emissions across all 

three scopes by at least 90% of baseline. 

 
We recognise that the path to net zero will 

demand immediate action, innovative 

solutions, and transformative change 

across our operations and beyond. We will 

need to dramatically reduce our Scope 3 

emissions, which currently contribute to 

99.4% of our carbon footprint, by 

successfully engaging with our suppliers. 

 
Irrespective of the challenge, we are bold in 

our determination, and are prepared to 

invest in our net zero future through our 

partnerships, our processes, and our 

governance models. 

 
Further Information: The commitments 

outlined are based on a comprehensive 

evaluation report of DOC Cleaning’s 

scopes 1, 2 and 3 for baseline year 2021-

22. If you wish to view a copy of our Carbon 

Measurement report, please contact Head 

of ESG for DOC Cleaning. Contact details 

are jeff.silver@doccleaning.com or visit our 

website at www.doccleaning.co.uk  

 
About Planet Mark: Planet Mark is an 

internationally recognised sustainability 

certification which recognises continuous 

progress, encourages action, and builds an 

empowered community of like-minded 

individuals who make a world of difference. 

We are proud to announce 

that DOC Cleaning is 

working towards a net zero 

target of 2040. 

 
Now that we have set 

climate-aligned net zero 

targets with Planet Mark, 

we will be considering 

decarbonisation with every 

business decision and 

engaging with all of our 

stakeholders. 

 
We look forward to seeing 

what business 

transformation will look like 

over the next couple of 

decades. 
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